CX DEBATE STATE TOURNAMENT 2015

TEAMS ADVANCING TO QUARTERFINALS

CONFERENCE 1A
Jake Knowles and Hunter Kurek — Chillicothe HS
Kayleigh Butler and Jillian Whitney — Chireno HS
Savannah Phillips and Carson Faith Wienecke — Lometa HS
Kaitlin Bell and Kristyn Edwards — O'Donnell HS
Mariah Gaston and Zane Nail — Rankin HS
Kellse Cornett and Cheyanna Petty — Roscoe Highland HS
Emily Hamilton and Dylan Miles — Roscoe Highland HS
Bryce Carman and Sydney Stodghill — Wink HS

CONFERENCE 2A
Colton Bowman and Logan Kelley — Abernathy HS
Jacob Callahan and Devan Griffin — Iraan HS
Bob Gomulak and Caden Maydew — Lindsay HS
Annalee Greusel and Bailey McClain — Lufkin Piney Woods HS
Luke Carnes and Katie Harris — Malakoff Cross Roads HS
Shelby Cmerek and Davis Hill — Miles HS
Brianna Azua and Jose Melendez — Sudan HS
Kyle Seyffert and Camille Uranga — Van Horn HS

CONFERENCE 3A
Arynn Walker and Jake Woodruff — Caddo Mills HS
Cassidy Malone and Sierra Robinson — Clifton HS
Cole Dulworth and Rowan MacLeod — Corsciana Mildred HS
Robert D'Lorm and Faith Driebrodt — Lago Vista HS
Emily Moseley and Kelsey Mumford — Lago Vista HS
Travis Goebel and Bailey Hall — Mt Pleas. Chapel Hill HS
Will Harper and Tanner Levesque — Mt Pleas. Chapel Hill HS
Cody Crowe and Adam Wilson — Whitesboro HS